UPDATE: Situation monitored by the TCT Secretariat on 27 April 2020

WESTERN BALKANS

No change since previous report.

MONITORING OF MARITIME PORT OPERATIONS

Port of Durres
Processing ships at Western Terminal:
2 ships with wheat and 1 unloading urea from Russia, 1 ship unloading cement from Greece, 1 ship unloading iron from Italy and 1 ship unloading wood byproduct from Turkey.

Processing ships at the Eastern Terminal:
1 ship unloading scrap from Holland.

Ferry terminal:
At Marina ferry is expected to depart tonight around 22:00 towards Italy.
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MONITORING OF ROAD BORDER CROSSING WAITING TIMES

WB6 INTERNAL BORDERS

BCP/CCP cargo waiting times in minutes
Western Balkans 6 - internal borders

All data comes from Western Balkans partners daily reports sent to Transport Community Secretariat at 14.00.

The Transport Community accepts no responsibility or liability whatsoever for either the correctness, completeness, verity and actuality of such figures and recommends all road users to seek for updated data on a regular basis and take business decisions on the basis of all available sources of information.